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Kirkpatrick's Blarney Entertains UMR's Irish
Remembrance of Ireland and
comments about streaking rather than
politics and election reform were the
subject of remarks by James Kirkpatrick, Missouri Secretary of State, at
the St. Pat's banquet here Friday night.
Kirkpatrick, in Rolla to celebrate
American Irishmen's national holiday
with UMR Miners who have taken the
day to join the Irish in honoring the
saint, had several comments about the
latest campus fad. He said he did not
take it lightly.
.
"In fact," he said, "as a former
college regent~ I'm worried this new
craze of streaking may destroy one of
higher education's cherished customspanty raids .
"How can you have a successful raid
when no one is wearing pants?"
He said St. Patrick's Day is a special
time for the Irish. It's best explained,

according to Missouri's leading Irishman, the time the Irish can act the way
they like to. On this day they have an
excuse for their usual zany behavior.
Why do Irish act that way? Con- '
staritly brawling with each other? The
secretary of state
explained it's
because the Irish can find no other
worthy opponents.
Quarrelsomeness has long been a
trait of tJie Irish, Kirkpatrick jested. He
recalled the story of an Irishman who
happened to meet a Scotsman at a
political rally.
"Three cheers for Home Rule! "
roared the Irishman, as the rally drew
to a close.
The cynical Scotsman standing close
by replied, "Three cheers for Hell!"
"That's right," the Irishman said.
"Every. man should stick up for his own
country."

Visiting Heaven
Kirkpatrick described his three-week
visit to Ireland last summer as "a visit
to heaven."
Driving from Shannon Airport to
Cork," he said, "we came on a large
traffic jam in Limerick where a bus
was parked.
"Apparently the passengers had
already boarded, but the bus driver was
visiting". A truck in the other lane was
unloading. Cars backed up for two
blocks in both directions.
"The young man who was driving
me, the son of the publisher of the Cork
Examiner, simply turned off the car's
engine and we sat quietly until the
traffic started to move again , some 15
minutes.
"And in all that time not a single horn
honked ," Kirkpatrick concluded.

He described for the audience a
traditional dish the Irish have for St.
Patrick's Day, Lepr~haun Stew. It's
not made in a kitchen, but in each
man's heart, he said, and recommended it highly:
"Take one large Open Heart and fill
to the brim with understanding.
"Add a dash of Patience and a wee
pinch of Wit, and season to taste with
Kindness.
"Stir often with Tender Mfection
until the hearty broth boils free of
Jealousy and Envy .
"Reduce the heat of Passions and let.
the broth simmer as gayly as an Elfin 's
dance.
"Add generous chunks of Laughter,
Song and a few Limericks as well.
"Use a large Love spoon and dole out
the stew generously in your best cups of
Friendship."
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Professor Grimm Retires After 25 Years
There's not much difference"except that their hair is longer" in the
student of today and yesterday, says C.
James Grimm , professor of electrical
engineering at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
Professor Grimm , who was honored
at a retirement luncheon here Saturday, should know. He has been teaching
and counseling students at UMR since
1948. Before that, he was a student here
himself, receiving his B.S, jn electrical
engineering in 1930. He will retire in
May.
.
. "For as long as I can remember , I've
been associated in some way with
. UMR," Professor Grimm says. "~ was
born just a block off campus and my
father , C. O. Grimm, worked in a
number of capacities at UMR from 1915
until he officially retired in 1953." Five
of the Grimm family attended UMR,
four receiving degrees , all in
engineering.
Altogether Grimm spent 18 years
away from JJMR. Mter he graduated he
worked as an electrical engineer for
two years with Union Electric before
the depression put him, and many other
engineers, out of work. "There just
weren't jobs for electrical engineers in
those days," he remembers. For the
next eight years he taught in Missouri
high schools, attended graduate school,
and worked as a design engineer. In
1941, before World War II, he went to
England as an electrical eng-ineering
consultant on loan to the British Air
Ministry. He was in London 33 months
and then on the continent 22 months
with the Office of the Chief Engineer,
European Theater of Operations, U. S.
Army, before returning to Rolla.
"It was then I retired the first time"
he recalls. '" had 18 months of lea~e
accumulated from my years in Europe
and' was taking it easy here in Rolla. "
That didn't last long. In 1948 he interrupted his "retirement" to teach
electrical engineering at UMR. He has
been here ever since.

For most of that time, he has been
freshman adviser and coordinator of
the electrical engineering department
advisement program. Grimm occasionally refers to the "3,000 electrical
engineering students I have known."
Others in the department think his'
estimate is conservative; that it is more
likely 4,000 to 5,00(}-and he remembers
most of them. To the students of the
past 25 years , he has been "Mr.
Electrical Engineering, Mr . E. E.,"
says Professor I. H. Lovett, (ormer
chairman of the department. According
to Dr. J. Robert Betten, department
chairman, "he is a man who has
become a legend in his own time. He
knows each eledrical engineering
student personally and professionally.
He has almost a photographic mindan indelible memory that allows him to
recall and recognize former students
who graduated 10, 15 or even 20 years
ago." "
"Undoubtedly Grimm, the man, has
many images, " Betten continues. "To
some he has been a big brother, to
others a father confessor ... and to all
who know him (especially the
students), he has been a true friend.
"A registered professional engineer,
G~imm has always been extremely
professionally oriented, " Betten adds.
"He initiated the freshman orientation
program and senior seminars which
concentrate on the need for
professionalism and ethical practice in
the field of engineering . He served for
years as faculty adviser to the student
branch of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers , and has held national office
in that organization. In addition,,he has
served as faculty adviser to numerous
professional
and
hO'norary
organizations on campus. :'
Professor Grimm has received many
awards and citations for the outstanding job he has done with "his"
students. These include awards from

student organizations, professional
organizations, the UMR Alumni
Association and recognition from industry.
To honor him on his retirement, a
scholarship-loan fund has been
established in his name. Contributions
have come from fellow faculty members, friends, former students and
colleagues, and industrial associates all

over the country. Along with these have
come letters of appreciation. They
noted such things as his "honesty and
integrity," "Hard-headed, practical ,
no-nonsense perspective ," "good
judgment and forthright approach,"
"unstinted efforts" and "dedicated
concern. "
But one student probably summed it
up for all the rest when he wrote, " I
couldn't have made it without him ."
J

C. J. Grimm, long-time electrical eng i neering faculty member at tlie
University of Missouri-Rolla, will retire in May. He was honored at a
luncehon Saturday .
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SUS· Calendar
SUB ELECTION OF OFFICER'S
FOR 74-75
Folk Dancing
March 26

March 21
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6:30 SAC

SUB CASINO NIGHT

The Student Union Board is
St. Pat's sponsoring a "Casino Night" on
Room Thursday, March 28 from B - 11
p.m. at Centennial Hall. UMR
Casino Night & Coffeehouse
March 28
8'-11 CH
'students attending will be
4 & 6:30 CH issued a quantity of " SUB"
Movie-Texas Across the River
March 31
currency whic h can be
St . Pat's redeemed for prizes at periodic
April2
Folk Dancing
Room
auctions that night. They will
have ample opportunities to
. increase their jackpots at crap,
blackjack, roulette, and chucka-lu ck table s, manned by
several UMR faculty members.
Sessions will be held in the ME Auditorium from 7-10
So please attend and help
PM on the following nights.
make this year's Casino Night
even a bigger success than last
Tuesday evening, March 26
year, and have fun at the same
.. Electrical Circuits & EE - Prof. Nau
time!

Corrected Elt Schedule

Thursday evening, March 28
.. Mathematics - Prof. Kerr

I K WORKDAY

Tuesday evening, April 2
.. Fluid 'Mechanics & CE - Dr. Tharp
Thursday evening, April 4
.. Statics & Dynamica - Dr. Hornsey
Tuesday evening, April 16
.. Strength of Materials - Dr. Parry
Wednesday evening, April 17
. . Heat !'ower & ME - Dr. Flanigan
Thursday evening, April 18
.. Engineering Economy - Prof. Bayless
A list stating applicant name and room number will be
posted the week before the exam in the Civil
Engineering Building on ly.
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The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
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ER CORRAL

The Intercollegiate Knights,
Na'lional Honorary Service
Fraternity will be holding their
Spring workday on Saturday,
March 23rd. The money will be
used to help on theil: local
service projects. In the past
they have, along with their
girl's auxiliary taken boys from
Boys Town to basketball games ,
distributed food at Christmas,
visited the people at the Old
Soldier's Home in St. James ,
and painted and repaired the
interior and exterior of the Skill
Builder 's School. For information please call Kevin
Skiliiski at 364-9867 or Dave
Dunavant at 364-4289.
MISSOURI
GRANT
CHECKS FOR SPRING
SEMESTER MAY NOW
BE PICKED UP AT
CASHIER'S OFFICE.
HOURS :
9:00 A.M.-11:00 A.M.
1:00 P .M.-3:00 P.M.

DEBUG CONTEST
There will be a debugging
contest on Sunday, March 24,
from 1:30 to 4 :00 p.m . The
object of the contest is to
correct' or debug a program
written in WatIi v, Cobol, PL 1,
or Assembler. Everyone is
encouraged to enter in the
language of their cho ic e.
Watfiv, however, is limited to
students who have not had a CSc
course higher than CSc 74.
Sign-up will be from Monday,
March 18 to Thursday, March 22
at the Program Distribution
Window in the Math-Computer '
Science building. The contest is
sponsored by Upsilon Pi
Epsilon.
NOTICE
Applications for Who's
Who are now available
for any UMR student
who will be enrolled for
Fall semester, 1974.
They may be picked up
at the Student Personnel
OHi ce
or
at
the
University
Center
Candy counter.
NOTICE
Tau
Beta - Pi, th e
national engineering
honor society, 'will have
its semester initiation
ba nq uet on Saturda y,
March
23rd .
The
banquet' will begin at
7:00 p.m . and will be
held at the Manor Inn. A
big attraction at this
banquet is the guest
speaker
Lieutenant
Governor ' William C.
Phelps'. Tic~ets are only
$4.50 per person, and
can be obtained from
any Tau Beta Pi electee
or by ca lIing Dr. Ron
Fannin at 341-4511.

Calendar Of 'E vents
. . The following events from March 20-30 at the
University of Missouri-Rolla are open to the public:
.. March 21-24-"Celebration," UMR Theater Guild
musical, 8 p.m. each evening, Centennial Hall. Admission charged .
.. March 24~lnternational Banquet, 6: 30 p.m., Christ
Church Episcopal. Call 341-4287 for reservations.
.. March 24-Chess tourney, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
" March 24-Table tennis tournament, 8 a.m. to 11
p.m .
.. March 3Q-District Music Festival.

·SAVE UP TO 50%-

Better than SAE discount

Auto Parts & Ace. Speed Equip.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
513 Hiway 63S

HOUSE

ILED STEA
\

$1 88

See Us For Your Reservations

RUSTIC MOTEL
ELEclR~c~E";:'TUNI1~R
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CONOITIONING
MARVIN L. JONES
MANAGER

364-5252

Texas Instruments

364-6979
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Store
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Need Money?
Hurting for money to make it
through the rest of the school
year?
If you're a first year, full time
student, you still may be able to
get a Basic Educational
Opportupity
Grant.
The
deadline for submitting an
appl+sation for the 1973-74
academic year is April 1.

school's fina ncial aid officer or
write to Box 84, Washington , D.
C. 20044. Then fiJI the application out and mail it by
April 1 to B.E.O.G., P . O. Box B,
Iowa City, 52240.
Within a few weeks you will
be notified whether or not you
are eligible for a Basic Grant
this year. The next step is to
take this certification of
eligibility to your school's
financial aid officer before the
end of the school year. He will
determine the actual amount of
your Basic Grant.

Basic Grants is the Federal
government's newest program
of student financial assistance.
Begun just this year, it is
providing eligible students with
outright grants of money to help
see them through school.
Grants average about $260 per
student with a maximum of
$452.

The money can be used to
help pay for tuition, fees, books,
housing, meals and other
misceJlaneous expenses.

So if you need money for your
education, look into Basic
Grants . Get an "Application for
Determination of Family
Contribution" from your

Next year Basic Grants will
be extended to second-year as
well as first-year students. The
amount of an average grant will
be increased to about $450 with
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a maximum of around $800.
Application forms for the 197475 school year will be available
after mid-April from student
financial aid officers at
colleges ,
universities,
vocational and technical
schools or from Box 84 ,
Washington, D. C. 20044.
Four other Federal financial
aid programs are also available
to needy students pursuing their
education after high school.
are
Supplemental
They
Educational Opportunity
Grants, College Work-Study,
National Direct Student Loan,
and Guaranteed Student Loans.
A student may apply for all five
Federal grant and loan
programs if he wishes.

St. Pat's-The Best Ever
With the arrival of St. Patrick
on the rail car at Frisco Station
on Friday afternoon, the best st.
Pat's ever was underway. st.
Pat and his court went right into
action, heading to Top Hat
Lounge to tap some free beer.
Mter a short stay there, the
royal court moved to the games
at Lions Club Park. There the
traditional games were enjoyed
both by the participants and the
spectators.
In a striking and beautiful
ceremony, Friday night got
underway with the coronation of
Cathy Wilhelm, and the
knighting of six honorable men
into the court of St. Patrick.
With St. Pat's cry of "Let the
revelry begin," the scene
shifted to the Rolla Armory for
the annual St. Pat's free dance,
sponsored by the St. Pat's
Board. There the dance went
long and strong, as the music
was provided by Breakwater , of
Cape Girardeau.
Saturday began with St. Pat's
annual trek up Pine Street,
receiving the benefits of his
esteemed position from tbe

young lasses lining the streets.
And immediately folJowing St.
Pat came the parade, with the
theme this year being "Movie
Hits. " Beta Sig won the float
competition with Moby Dick. ,
and Phi Kap took second with
The Wizard of Oz. Dixon won
the band competition, sweeping
both marching and overall
trophies .
Then several of UMR's finest
students had the pleasure and
honor of meeting Alice face to
face. These knights spent a
pleasant afternoon conversing
with both St. Pat and his noble
guards .
But the best was saved for
last. At exactly seven o'clock
P .M. , Sha Na Na walked on the
stage to perform in front of a

standing room only , 6,000
person crowd. Showing that
their high reputation was not
undeserved, the greasers
performed , not just sang,
performed for one and a half
hours. And when they walked
off the stage, St. Pat's party
weekend was over except for
those people who put it on, and
then cleaned up after it. I'm
speaking of the St. Pat's Board.
DOing more work than anyone
can imagine, the Board once
again showed the organization
necessary to put on such a
gigantic
and
successful
weekend year after year. So
when they start hassling you
again next year , think of this
weekend and dig a little deeper
into your wallet, o.k.?

Streakers Judged
The three students apprehended by the UMR police
on the night of March 5 have
received their discipline from
the Director of Student Personnel. In an informal
disposition Thursday morning
Sam Burton suggested his form
of discipline. It stipulates that
each of the three students must
complete 40 hours of volunteer
work at some local social
working agency such as the

Diagnostic Clinic, Sheltered
Workshop or the Cerebral Palsy
School. The three students all
waived their rights to appeal his
decision to the Student Conduct
Committee. Burton, based his
decision on and maintained that
the students participated in
indecent conduct on Universityowned property which is a
violation of the Student Standard of Conduct.

Cathie Wilhelm-Queen
of Love and Beauty
Cathie Wilhelm, Spanish
Lake, was chosen St. Pat's
Queen of Love and Beauty
Friday at UMR's annual St.
Pat's celebration .
Miss Wilhelm is a graduate of
Rosary High School and is
currently employed at the
Chroma lox Division of Emerson
Electric Company in St. Louis.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs . Marvin Wilhelm.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
nominated Miss Wilhelm and
she represents the fraternity in
the queen competition.
Finalists chosen for the
queen's court were: Jean
Gregory , Kirkwood ; Janice
Falge, Dixon ; and Dotti Jo
Connelly, Devil's Elbow.
The queen and her court
reigned over the St. Pat's
festivities on the UMR campus.
The girls were nominated by
student organizations and were
chosen for the honor from
among 25 candidates by
members of the St. Pat's Board.

Miss Gregory is a 1971
graduate of Gor Jesu High
School and is now a junior at St.
Louis University . She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Gregory and is representing
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity .
Miss Hoffman is a 1973
graduate of Ursuline Academy
High School and is now a freshman at Southwest Missouri
State UniverSity at Springfield.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs . Emil Hoffman and
represents Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity .
Miss Falge is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Falge and is a
freshman at Oral Roberts
University, Tulsa , Okla. She is
majoring in biology. She
represents Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity.
Miss Connelly is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis P. Wallace
and is a freshman in arts and
sciences at
UMR.
She
represents Kappa
Alpha
fraternity.

New Laws
The reflection of the voluntary slower speed indicates it is
having its affect. State wide.
Missouri traffic deaths are 101
less than the same period of
time last year - 186 Fatalities
in 1973 and 85 to date 1974.
Troop I recorded 6 Fatalities
the first two months of 1973 and
none so far in 1974.
Captain H. M. Schmitt,
Commanding Officer of Troop I
at Rolla, would like to call attention to two new laws which
were passed during the special
session of the Missouri
Legislature which will affect
motorists:
1. The new 55 M.P.H. speed
limit which went into effect
March 4, 1974 - This is 55
M.P.H . on all highways, for all
vehicles except where slower
speeds are posted.
2. Right turn on a red light
after coming to a complete stop
and no traffic or pedestrains are
affected .

ROGER VANDEVEN of St. Ann, who portrayed St.
Pat at UMR's annual celebration, March 15-16
presents his queen and her court. Chosen St. Pat'~
queen was Cathie Wilhelm, second from left of
Spanish lake. Members of her courts were Jean

Gregory, left, Elaine HoHman, right of St. Pat, Janice
Falge, second from right Dotti Jo Connelly, right. The
queen was crowned Friday night at coronation dance.
"Breakwater" was the band featured at the dance
held at the Armory.
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Theater Guild Musical

The six honorary knights, dubbed Friday night, are shown chatting with
Secretary of State James Kirkpatrick. The knights are, left to right, Dr. Thomas
O'Keefe, James McGrath, Vic Lomax, Theodore McNeal, Robert Brady and
Dudley Thompson.

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt, the men who wrote "The
Fantasicks, " are authors of the
UMR Theater Guild production
of "Celebration" running
Thursday through Sunday in
Centennial
Hall of the
University Center. Curtain time
is 8: 15 p.m.
"Celebration" is a musical
parable about the never~nding
conflict between age, wealth
and power on one side and
youth , hope and goodness on the
other. Although this may
somewhat resemble the 500year old morality play,
"Everyman ," it is a refreshing
change from today's usual
musical production.
John Campbell (Orphan) and
Rosanne Ditzell (Angel) playa
pair of sweethearts who wrest
the world from the predatory
and lecherous grip of an evil,

SHA-NA-NA Rocks Rolla
"We got just one thing to say
to youse--in hippies-rock and
roll is here to stay!" Judging
from Sha-Na Na's concert
Saturday,
they're
doing
everything they can to personally make this statement
true. Playing the psyched-up
audience perfectly, Sha-Na-Na
hopped and bopped for two
nostalgia filled hours , showiDg
they are, indeed, the kings of
rock and roll . There are plenty
of words to describe them gross, hilariOUS, theatrical,
obscene, professional - and all
are true , but exciting perhaps
best describes their overall
effect. Sliding from one song to
the next without stopping to

catch their breath, this ten
musician group drove the
audience into a state of frenzy
.then left them calling for encore
after encore.
Wasting no time as they hit
the stage, the Sha's opened with
"Rock Around the Clock" and
didn't slow down for nearly an
hour . Belting out versions of
such great oldies as "Tell Laura
I Love Her" and "Duke of Earl"
in the first half of their set, they
combined music with their
crazy acting and danCing to
entertain the standing room
only crowd. Then there was
"Blue Moon " and Bowser, the
bass~nforcer, seemingly went

insane. Spitting on the bass
player, he ran the rest of the
group off the stage and finished
the song himself. Changing
from gold tights to more conventional street gang wear,
Sha-Na-Na entered the streets
of New York. As usual slicked
back and greased up, the young
punks' performed a few more
tunes and then went to the hop.

Highlighting the evening with
some really great dancing by
the Sha's and their dafes picked
from the audience, the dance
contest was topped off with the
winning female contestant
being awarded a special dance
with the " King of Rock and

Roll" and serenaded with a
perfect
Johnny
Mathis
imitation. They followed with a
few more of their favorites and
closed out their, leaving the
fans with a standing ovation.
Called back by a screaming
audience, they performed
"Rock and Roll is Here to Stay"
and left once more. Three more
times they returned and finally
finished this dynamic concert
with a moving version of
"Lovers Never Say Goodbye".
Comments ranged from
"fantastic" to "It took me back
to fifth grade" but very few
people left feeling they didn't
get their money's worth.

powerful tycoon, called Mr.
Rich (Gary Fears) and his
henchman , Potemkin (Nick
Kuntz ).
Mr. Rich believes he can buy
anything with his money - the
adulation of contemporaries
and even his vanished youth.
The play pivots on whether he
ca n also. buy the pure heart of
the girl in love with a young
vagabond.
The battle is by no means a
foregone conclusion - the two
villains have some of the best of
the 18 musical numbers in the
show .
An addition to the general
atmosphere is a chorus of
masked singers and dancers
who celebrate rituals of death
and renewal and the spinning of
seasons and years . The songs
range from rock to carioca to
hummable melody.
Advance tickets for this UMR
production are $1.25 each for
students and $1.50 each for
adults. They are on sale in the
University Center beginning
tomorrow. Tickets sold at the
door are $1.50 each for students
and $1.75 each of adults .
Greg Halfar, sophomore from
Teutopolis, Ill., directs the
production and Joel Kramme,
instructor of music at UMR,
handles the musical direction.
"Celebration" is a musical
for those who can sympathize
with poor old Mr. Rich, as well
as for those who, young or old,
can still enjoy fairy tales.
Everyone is invited to come
celebrate with the cast of
"Gelebration. "

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up·to·date, ISO·page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delive ry time is
I to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2 13) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research mat erial is sold for
research assistance only.

Need
Experienced
Help on Your Taxes
Contact :
Mike Ragan
(364-8189) or
Rick Scaiefe
(341-3118)
~

Sha-Na-Na entertained a capacity crowd last
concert. Here one of the Sha's laments being a

Saturday In the Multipurpose Building In the St. Pat's
"Teenager in Low'"
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V
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Fe·a fures Our Man Hoppe
International Sanquet
Have you ever tasted such
delicous dishes as I'zmir k-<lfte
from Turkey, Mexican tortilla
chips with Indian Mango
chutney, chinese fried rice with
shrimps, Halrah from' Iran,
chicken salad from Venezuela,
Colombian black bean soup , alu
verda from India and famous
Libian salad?
If not., then this experience in
international dining and entertainment is presented by
International Student club at
Episcopal church on Sunday,
March 24, at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
for students are $2.00, for

D

e
.,>

faculty $2.50 and for children
$1.50. Tickets will be available
in University Center on Wednesday and Thursday recpectively.
After the dinner Turkish
coffee will be served. In
tradition one cup is prepared at
a time. The banquet will be
followed by entertainment from
Latin American Combo (a
musical group), Saz a musical
instrument will be played by
Sizai from Turkey, and
Colombian candle dance will be
the high light of the evening.
Come and join us and be an
international for an evening.

fj Rolla Volkswagen ~
Old Highway 66 East
At Northwye
364·5178
HAlways A Fine Selection O(
New & Used Cars"
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Merideth Motors

Nixon Runs Again
When the new college fad of
streaking first er'upted, many
Americans smiled tolerantly.
"Isn't it nice ," they said, " that
kids have returned to true
educational activities like panty
raids and goldfish swallowing. "
That was before students at
the University of Pennsylvania
formed the Streak for Impeachment Committee. "We feel
larger mass demonstrations of
streaking in the United States,"
said militant student leader
Paul Matthias "can accomplish
much in the political arena."
He was, of course, absolutely
right.
At first, the White House paid
little
heed.
"If
eight
Congressional committees six
Grand Juries and two sp~ciai
prosecutors can't expose the
President," one ' aide said, "it's
obvious these kids will only
expose themselves."
But the White House had
badly misjudged the moodof the
country. After a year of
headlines about somebody or
other seeking tapes and
documents from somebody or .
other, the people had grown
confused and frustrated with
the
whole
impeachment
process. But streaking was
understandable at a glance.
Moreover, it was a tactic with
much in its favor: It was

healthy , it attracted media
coverage, anyone could do it,
and it used no gasoline.
True, there were abuses.
"Come on, honey, " an unscrupulous young man might
wheedle his date , "don't you
want
to
impeach
the
President? "
But there were benefits, too ,
as in the case of Kenneth E.
(name withheld), who had been
booked i 7 times for indecent
exposure. " Just think, I used to
be a dirty old man," he said
proudly. "Now I'm a political
activist. "
The . new political weapon
naturally divided the country.
Those who had desperately
sought impeachment through
marches and rallies, turned to
strea king with fervor. On the
other hand, elderly ladies from
Dubuque deplored such "shock
tactics. " But as they of course
blamed the President for this
deporable moral decline, the
clamor for impeachment grew.
A straw in the wind was the
manner in which Congressional
candidate Peter Pettigrew
streaked into office. His candor,
analysts agreed , was his appeal. "As you can see," he
would shout as he streaked
through a shopping mall, "I

have nothing to hide."
Bowing - to pressure , the
House prepared to vote on
impeachment. Just at that
historic moment, 21-year-<lld
Candice Kupcake heroically
streaked through the hallowed
hall .
"Wow!" cried the Speaker
unthinkingly . "Wasn't she a
pippin?" The chorus of "ayes"
was unanimous and the
President stood impeached.
As his trial opened in the
Senate , the President once
again faced that same old
agonizing decision : Should he
uphold the prestige of his office
or should he make a full
disclosure?
" I have at last decided," he
told his aides grimly, "in favor
of full disclosure."
And, with that , he whipped off
his necktie and streaked
through the Sena te !
The- never-before-seen sight
of Mr . Nixon without his necktie
stunned the Senators. They
voted to a man to acquit him
forthwith.
"After all;" said one dazedly ,
"from Mr. Nixon nobody could
expect a more complete
disclosure than that."

Sl Roberts, Mo.
336-3416

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD

.:

~~ lPe~~~A

Dining Room-Orders to Go-Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S.-Rolla, Mo.·364-1971-Closed Monday

DO YOU HAVE TWO YEARS
REMAINING IN SCHOOL?
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
MANAGEMENT OF
PEOPLE?··MONEY?··MATERIAL?
IF SO
YOU SHOULD CONSIDER THE
ARMY ROTC 2·YEAR PROGRAM
ARMY ROTC REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE AVAILABLE
IN THE STUDENT UNION

10% Off to All Students

MARCH 25·29 BETWEEN 10:00 a.m.·2:00 p.m.
OR CALL THE
PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE
341·47411 4744
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Proposed University Academic Plan
A Brief look at the University Academic Plan
Printed on these two pages
are portions of the first tentative version of the University
Academic Plan, subm itted by
the Academic Planning Council.
The entire plan was not printed
due to the length (35 pages ) but
what is printed here is all the
material related to UMR. The
submitted
version
was
previously printed in the
President 's Bulletin, Volume 4,
Number 12. This is to be
reviewed by the Intercampus
Faculty Advisory Committee
and then brought up for full
discussion . Much of this plan
has stirred controversy with the
faculty on this campus. Some
changes in the curriculum offered and general philosophy of
UMR are being called for in this
plan. Several doctoral y rograms and B.S., M.S., and PhD. in
Geo logy are under con-

sideration for termination or
reduction. Math, Geophysics ,
Chemistry,
a nd
Nuclear
Engineering are being studied
for reduction or termination of
their doctoral programs.
Inh erent in all of these
changes is the increasing role of
the UMC engineering program
as it increases in stature and
size. This proposal continues
this trend and calls for UMC as
the engineering center of the
University System. Also called
for is more " multidisciplinary
work and new concepts in
engineering education ." Many
of these proposals for Columbia
also involve the social atmosphere of that ca mpus as
compared to UMR. E nrollment
at UMC has dropped very little
as compared to the 37 per cent
drop in enrollment a t UMR.

Engineering Statement

More and more students are ..
attracted to the large university i~ Degree offerings in Engineering and Mines and Metallurgy:::
at Columbia when given the ,:: reQresent a vital portion of the academic program of the :::
choice between there and a· ,:: University and justify continuing commitment for their support. :::
comparable program at Rolla . ::: Engineering programs at UMC and UMR are responding to the :::
::: demands of a technical society and to the heightened concerns :::
This plan covers the four ~:: that engineering, the continuing development of the state's :::
campus University and there ::: mineral resources has emphasized the unique importance of :::
are man y other programs :~ UMR' s degree offerings in Mines and Metallurgy. The :::
which could possibly be related :~: significance of technology in the diagnosis and treatment of :::
to UMR.Rolla is not considered ::' disease and the delivery of health care has motivated close ties ::
for Urban Planning, an area ::' between UMC's College of Engineering and the &hool of :::
,:,
which could fit in well with the ::: Medicine.
C. E. Department here. UMR is ':: In determining the appropriate campus roles in Engineering for ;;:
being considered for increases ::' UMR and UMC, consideration has been given to statements in- :':
in SocioloSY , History, English, ::: eluded in the President's Bulletin of February 2, 1973. This ::,
Economics, and Philosophy, but ::: document emphasized the role of the UMR campus in engineering ,::
not increa ses in Rolla 's ,:: and science-technology and the broad spectrum of programs ,::
strongpoints , engineering and ,,: offered at UMC , and in regard to engineering specifically stated: :::
science. Both the Engineering ,:: " UMR will have a comprehensive program of engineering and ,::
Statement and . the General .:: mines and metallurgy from the undergraduate through the ,::
Philosophy Statement for UMR :: doctoral levels .... Within this assignment, the Campus Plan should
point to large changes in UMR :: call for combinations of existing programs which make sense :::
a nd should be cons idered :: academically and which create efficiency."
:::
closely.
::: " UMC will have an engineering school which will, in effect, be :::
::: the experimental educa tion engineering unit of the University. :::
::, The school will be designed to take advantage of the great :::
::: possibilities on the campus for multidisciplinary work and new::,
::: concepts in engineering education. It will also provide :::
::: engineering expertise for other schools on the campus. "
:~
pr essi ng nationa l needs; ::: It is expected that during the decade 1975 to 1985, enrollments in ,:~
foremost among these needs , :: E ngineering will increase and engineering programs will reflect :!
currently , are the energy and .
..
mater ia ls crises and en- :: humanistic a nd social concerns a nd societal needs with UMC :::
vir onme nta l. an d ecological ::: further extending its interdisciplinary activity and UMR further :::
::: developing its programs in the liberal arts to broaden the learning :::
..:.'
probl ems . In one way or ::. : opportunities for the professional engineer.
another these two major public
concerns affect almost every::: E ngineering programs are not low cost programs. Therefore, if :::
a nd science ::: the state's resources are to be used wisely, UMR and UMC some :::

i:

Philosophy Statement of the UMR Campus Plan
The Rolla campus of the
University is fully cognizant of
the necessities that lie behind
the Role and Scope planning
and of the opportunities and
responsibilities , as well as the
constra ints and concerns, that
confront the University in the
decades of the 70's and 80's. It is
therefore with due regard to the
basic concepts of the February
2, 1973, Rol e and Scope
sta tement that each department, the schools, the college,
and the campus have written
their respective aCl\demic
pl a ns. Among these basi c
concepts are the following : that
the main thrust of the campus
wiiJ be in engineering and
science ; that the campus will
have the Univ ersity 's only
programs in mines and
m etallurgy; that arts and
sciences programs must
complement the engineering
. programs; that teaching ,
research , extension and service
are four fundamental functions
of the University ; that consideration for students constitutes a major concern in
academic decisions; that
programs will be made as
accessible to the students as
possible ; and that provisions
must be made for improvement
of counseling and advisement,
for opportunities in independent
study, including the freedom to
receive
credit
through
examination and other means of
achieving advancing
placement.
Apart from these basic Role
and Scope concepts , there are a
number of other factors that
ha ve influenced the con struction of an academic plan
for UMR . Principal among
these are the present energy .
and materials crisis; the fully
r ec ognized
but unsolved
problems of pollution and its
the
incr eased
co ntrol ;
popul ati on gr owth
a long
ln ter sta ~e Highway 44 between

I~ ~

I'M

St. Louis and Springfield and
representing a geogra phical
area largely neglected by the
University of Missouri and
private colleges and universities; the increasing demand
by the public that lll1iversities
be responsible to societal needs
and that they be more " budgetconscious " : the need to supply
and
both
und ergradua te
graduate education for those
who may not otherwise be
traditional
eligibl e
for
academic programs ; and the
increasing realization of the
need not only to ·integrate the
knowledge and values of the
social- sciences but also to
provide an understanding of
technology for students in nontechnical programs. A final and
major factor influencing this
academic plan is, in fact , the
concept of one university with
four campuses, and the consequent need to develop the
Rolla campus as one of those
campuses , each of which is by
Role and Scope to "have a
range of programs" although
not " comprehensive."
As a consequence of these
basic premises the academic
plan for UMR must give careful
attention to the needs of its
students , especially to those
factors
affecting
their
academic success, including not
only degrees..ilnd programs, but
also learn ing technology,
library, laboratories, etc. (The
paragraph
on
Learning
Resources will be more specific
in this regard ). Furthermore,
inasmuch as engineering and
sciehce are the basic thrusts of
this campus, UMR must retain
or as necessary develop a
breadth of degree programs
basic to engineering and
science in order to serve both
student and public needs . As
part of this technological emphasis, the campus must also
provid e r esearch, program s
and s tudi es bearing upon

'1i?Jta {3u:t.~- 'ri/tJdI"
CRAFTS-H O BBlES-ARTISTS' SUPPLIES

~
~

605 PINE STREET
PHONE 364-5581
ROLLA,MISSOURI 65401

~~~~~~~~~T
on
campus. ~ : f~~fn~~t~reo~~~~i!?t~~~~ ~~:;~e~~~1~a::~~~: ~=i :!:
Responses by these depart- .::: there will be further assessment of these degree offerings with the ,::

ments will vary, but each :! possibility of a modification of the scope of these programs and :::
should give attention to a ::: reduced funding.
:::
variety of methods , including .
.
d I men t of
rtinent ':: It is expected that UMC and UMR will coordinate their ac- ::
the eve oPd
opef stud ,:: tivities and there will be identified in each campus's catalog and ::
courses an areas
y, ... I"k
bl" f
f
t·nf
f
b t d
ff · ·..
research , extension and ser- ':: I e pu Ica IOns, ~er men I .orma IOn a ou egree 0 ermgs :::
.
W·th
t to research ' ::: and areas of speCial emphasIS at the other campus. A con- :::
vice. t I res~~c itl must ne~ ':: sequence is expected to be joint planning on the part of the two :::
for ms ahnce , n be° y s.dered ,:: faculties and an increased interchange of students as they :::
areas
. :.:
researc
h ·ft · con I
nt, :·.::· I·denl1·fy t he campus whose degree programs be s t meet therr
.::
bU t l
a so SIS m prese
.::. needs and interests.
:::
research strucfure from mo~tl~ ::, Implied for all programs in Category III-A is an immediate ,::
ba~;c lt~ ~ ba ance m a~P:::e :;: review of existing programs in terms of enrollment projections, :~:
WI
ley occur mDe 0 ree ~:: costs, and mission with the possibility of reduction in scope and a ;:~
research programs. s gand ::: continumg assessment of the respons~ of .the progr~m to student '::'
PMrotgrlal ms m Mmhe h th ::: needs, budgetary demands, and orgaruzatlonal r.eqwrements as a ::,
f or w IC
e a urgy
· f d ..
. con tinuance or t
· t·Ion.
. ' t"
II
d· e·.·
::: ba SIS
or eClslOns concermng
ermma
:.::..
campus IS na JOna y an m- ':: The coordinated UMC-UMKC _undergraduate engineering ':;
terna tJonally. recogmzed i ::: program will be continued as an experimental program with ~l
yrovl.de Significant natlOna ::: controlled costs and enrollments. This pilot program can perhaps :::;
fractIOns of mmeral and ;:: effectively demonstrate the one University concept where ::;
energy-related. engmeers ::~ resources on one campus are extended to another to meet an::~
essential m meetmg current ,:: identifiable educational need, and through coordinated effort on:~
and lo!).g-term energy and ,:: the part of the two campuses make judicious use of the Univer-:::
mmeral needs of the state and::: sity's resources. UMR plans to continue its Graduate Engineering :::
nation . It IS critical that these ~:: Center program at the UMSL campus.... ... . ..... .... ........... ..... :~
programs remam a Vital and :.,.:.:.:.,.,.,.,::;.;.;.;.:.;.:.;.:.;.;.:.:.:.~:.:.:.:.,.:.:.:.,.:.,.,'..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..;.;.;................................,.,.,.,..........................«
fundamental part of the campus
mission.
Programs in the social certainty of the society in which affect the area citizens in their
sciences and the humanities are they will be living and working, desires for an education . In
not unrelated to these im- the traditional knowledge and these areas of general
mediate technological con- values of the humanities and the education, the campus must
cerns, nor to the basic mission social sciences are imperatives. also consider its role as one
Apart from its role in the campus of the University and
of the campus; faculty in the
social sciences and humanities basic mission of the campus, its own definition as a univermust therefore explore their the College of Arts and &ien- sity.
~
all disciplines , each
traditional definitions and roles ces, especially the humanities
to discover special ways to and the social sciences, must present and proposed program
contribute to this general develop those degrees and must meet certain criteria;
mission of the campus. This programs to satisfy an primary among these are
stipulation does not mean that educational need (and op- sufficient student quality and
the tra ditional role of the portunity ) not otherwise demonstrated demand of both
humaniti es and the social generally available to the the program and the students .
sc iences in a university citi zens of south central UMR has achieved an outeducation should be slighted; Missouri. In this regard, the standing quality in both its
ind eed , gr a nted both the campus must be fully cognizant undergraduate and graduate
technologica l orientation of the of th e special needs and student bodies ; this comstudents at UMR and the in- limitations , such as economic mitment to quality · must be a
creasing complexity and un- and cultural conditions , that sine qua non for aU academic
planning . The demonstrated
student demand must be viewed
CANOE FLOATS
in light of the ava ilable sources
of degree reCipients to meet the
ENJOY the thrill of WHITE WATER CANOEING on
needs of the state, pr imarily,
the beautiful NORTH FORK RIVER. Canoe rental, put
but also the .nation, as well as
in service & camping.
the strengths of the campus to
TWIN BRIDGES STORE AND CANOE RENTAL
Hwy. 14 & 181 West Plains, Mo. 65775
Continued on Page 9
417-256-7507
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Continued From Page 8 developing new methods for
educate them. With respect to presenting these programs .
The Learning Resources
established programs, if either
enrollment or quality is Center (the library , indeficient, a program must structional television, audiobe seriously considered for visual aids, FM radio, the
elimmatlon unless prOVISIOns Counseling and Testing Center
can be demonstrated for its - and the Computer Center·'s
Services
improvement. Furthermore, all Educational
existing programs will be Laboratory) will continue to be
continually examined, and any developed in order to support
program that ceases to respond fully the educational endeavors
to sufficient criteria will be of both teachers and students.
terminated. The initiation of Learning resources can benefit
new programs will be carefully the campus by providing
reviewed to establish the need, facilities and resource perthe student potential, em- sonnel to aid faculty and
ployment opportunities, and students, both on and off
their value to SOCiety, the in- campus, in the development of
dividual, the campus and the their educational skills and by
providing alternate methods of
university.
teaching as well as eqUipment
In matters of general
curricula concern, a review of to supplement additional modes
of instruction. Audio-visual and
course requirements at the
television viewing carrells are
undergraduate level will be
initiated to permit, if possible, planned in the library in adadditional freedom of elective dition to the listening facilities
choice by the student to develop for the FM radio 's subsidiary
authority
special groupings or in- communications
(SCA) programming. The
terdisci"l>linary programs of his
choice. Such programs would be Computer Center's Educational
planned only under the careful Services Laboratory will also
supervision of a program ad- receive consideration for the
viser. Unused and duplicate additional support necessary to
courses, both graduate · and expand its services. Revisions
undergraduate,
will
be in the credit by examination
eliminated; further, curricula program will be periodically
will be better coordinated to considered; self-paced inprovide for greater efficiency. structional programs will be
The campus, and each initiated; and the development
department and school or of plans by the University of
college individually, must Missouri for an open univerSity
continue
its
excellent program will be participated in.
cooperation
with
junior Finally, in· recognition of the
colleges, the state universities, importance that good academic
and the other campuses, to advising has for University
insure the maximum in ar- students, the campus will
ticulation for students tran- continue plans to strengthen
sferring to UMR. Likewise, and expand its program of
each department must give freshman advising-a program
special attention to seeking that includes the in-service
minority students, staff and training of a freshman advisor
faculty , and the campus as a in each academic discipline.
To accomplish the goals of
whole must exercise every
effort possible in this direction. academic planning, the campus
The campus will continue to must project details of student
offer, on an elective basis, the enrollment and faculty needs. It
career and service op- should be noted that the goals
portunities of a military recommended by various
education which have been evaluation committees which
provided by the Army ROTC visited the campus under the
program since 1917 and, more auspices of Role and Scope
recently, by the Air Force suggest that enrollment will
ROTC program established in increase at a rate greater than
1971. As a final matter of the CAP prOjections of July 13,
curricula planning , the campus 1973, which, if adhered to , would
takes note that the University of result in a level of staffing inMissouri does not provide a sufficient to attain the
program in architecture. recommended goals. It is
Should the University in the probably true that the present
future determine tha t ar- quality of undergraduate and
chitecture is a program that graduate education could be
belongs on the list of University maintained without increased
offerings, its location at UMR faculty; however , if future
would appear to be in the bes t enrollments should exceed
those suggested by CAP,
interests of the public.
required faculty additions will
Also, there must be an in- have to be considered either
creasing commitment to the through allocation of additional
extension function as part of the S&W funds by the campus or by
regular faculty assignment. reallocation of staff positions
There will also be greater within the campus, assuming
participation in statewide ex- that some reallocation would be
tension education programs in feasible. Obviously, availability
relation to problems within the of faculty (funds) will be an
state; as a consequence, the important criterion in the
faculty must concentrate more implementation
of
any
effort on applied extension proposed degree program
research in order to supply the approved for inclusion in the
knowledge necessary for these ·academic plan. If no additional
programs. Special emphasis funds are available at any given
will be given to extension time , benefit-eost comparisons
programs for the citizens in and other criteria will be
UMR's geographic area, utilized to determine the value
particularly Ft. Wood and along and need of the proposed
1-44. The Extension Division program with respect to
will assist departments in existing curricula. The results
implementing proposed new of this evaluation might well
degree programs in continuing result in the termination of an
professional education and will existing program in favor of the
work with the departments in proposed one.

Category
B.
Degree
The three parts which constitute the University Academic programs, or portions thereof,
which shall receive secondary
Plan are defined as follows:
consideration for new funds .
Part One
Part Two
Includes existing or proposed
Includes existing or proposed
degree programs , or portions
thereof, which are candidates degree programs , or portions
for new or additional University thereof, which are to be contlOued or inaugurated at
resources:
Category
A.
Degree current levels of funding. This
programs, or portions thereof, assumes that such programs
which shall receive primary shall be eligible for added
funding to meet inflationary
consideration for new funds.

VMKC

UMC

I. tNG1N[tRING & MI NES AND

costs, salary and wage increases
and
enrollment
demands.
Category
A.
Degree
programs, or portions thereof,
which
requir e
special
examination and may be
subject to reorganization or
change in focus or reduced in
scope.
Category
B.
Degree
programs, or portions thereof,
which shall be terminated.

I
I

UM'

MLTALlURGY

U~.!SL

'B.E.TechnoloQY

M. S. Ph.D . IndE
8.S .• M.S . • Ph.D. C l vE, Elect,
Meehl:

M .S. San[
Ph . D. Chem !:

M.S .. Ph.D. A9[
B.S. [nQ. (Coo p wi t h UMKC\
Ill- A

8.S. lndE
B.S. AQ t
B. S. A9 . Mach .
B.S . , M .S,. Chem[
M.S .• Ph .D . Nud[

B.S .. M.S .. Ph. D .. O.[.
MSC[ [nv & Piann. [nq.
I
B.S .• M.S .• · Ph.D [nq.MeclV,
II.S .• M.S.,Ph.O . , O.[. Nuci

I

3.

I

U~R

UMKC

UMC

PHYS IC,l L SC I[N C[

I
t::v.SL

· M.S, Chem.
' 1.1.5. PhylicI

'1.1.5. [nv. Geo loqy

A.B., M.A . Chemlltry
M.S. PhyslclIl Sclf! nce
A.B./B.S .. M.S. Phy s ics
A.B./B.S., M.A., Ph .D .
Geoloqy

B. A./B.S. Chem.
M.A./M.S, Chem.
'1.1.5 . [ort hSCI.

Ph.D. Chemis try I
Ph.D. Phys ics

Ph.D. Chemistry i

II.A./B . S.~QiO<)y

B,A./B.S .. 1.1,5. Physici

B.S ., M.S .• MS! Chem.
B.S .• M,S,. Geo, & Geoq,
1.1.5,1. [arth Sc,.
B, S .. 1.1.5 .. M.S.t • Ph,D.
PhYJlcS

A.B., 11.5. Phyllcs
A.B , B.S, Chemlttry

Ph,D, Chemistry I
· Ph.D. Geo . .so Geoph,

Ph.D. Chemist ry

1

Ph.D. rn9. Phyilci
B.S .. M.S .• Ph.D . Ceo,

1'01.5 .. Ph.D. Geophys.
:'i. MATH£MATICAL
SC IIN C[5

UMe

UMKC

U:-':SL

B.S, Compu ter 5<:L
B.S.SllIl1stlcs

A.B .. M ,A" 1.1.5" M .S .t.
Mllth
A.B., ° 1.1.5. CO I7IP. Sci.
A.II., M.A. SUltlStiCS.

· M.A. Appllell Mllth
M.A" M.S .. B.A .. B.... Mlllh

Ph.D. M!lthl
Ph.D.St!ltJSllc5

Ph.D. Mlth I

.A .. M.S. Applied Mllth
.S.t.M;)th
,5 .• M.S .. · Ph.D. Compo SCI.

'B,S. (Comp. Mlllhl
' 1.1.5. SllItlst.cs
B.A .. M.A .. ' 1'1'1.0. M&lh I
·M .A.t.
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DICTIONARIES WEBSTER
Library size 1973 edition. brand new.
still in box.
Cost"New $45.00

Will Sell for $15.00
Make Checks Payable To

DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION
And Mail To

MISSOURI MINER

T-l
UMR
For More Information : Call 364-3856

C.?~. orders e~close 1.00 gO?d.will deposit. Pay balance plus C.O. D.
shiPping on delivery _ Be satisfied on Inspection or return within 10
days for full refund. No dealers. each volume specifically stamped
not for resale.
Please add .$1.25 postage and handling.
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Euthanasia-Moral Consciousness
""uthanasia, coming from the
Greek word meaning easy
death, has evolved to the point
of becoming as hotly a
debatable issue as capital
punishment or abortion : At the
same time that slowly more and
more people are deciding that
death is not a communist plot or
at least that it might not be
against the American principles
of life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness , the legal implications intertwined with
death are becoming more
complex. As medical science
advances dying becomes more
complex.
In some cases people suffering from terminal illnesses
are kept alive for extended
periods of time with the use of
artificial kidneys, respirators
and other gadgets. When should
the plugs and needles be pulled
and the suffering be allowed to
stop? Or is this active form of
euthanasia murder? Since
doing nothing is also an action,
is murder being committed if
these machines are not used at
all?

Several people who have
practiced euthanasia by ending
their relatives ' or patients'
sufferings bv either using rifle
blasts or letnal injections have
been acquitted. Juries have
determined them to be insane at
the time of their actions and
sane at the time of the trial,
therefore they have been set
free. Even if these people are
morally right, it is a shame and
a blight on our judicial system
to require them to lose their
mental stability in the eyes of
the law to escape punishment. It
is also hard to imagine a jury
picked at random with such
great psychiatric powers.
Much of the fiery controversy
over euthanasia is kindled by
the lack of clearly outlined legal
definitions. When is a person
dead? No brain wave activ{ty
for twenty-four hours has been
used as a rule of thumb
criterion for finally determining
that a number of people were
dead. However, several cases
are known in which people have
"come back to life" after going

through longer periods with no
brain activity.
Physicians' credentials for
determining
death
are
sometimes questionable since
they receive comparably little
training in the matter . Morticians are the only professional
people who are rigidly trained
in finding out whether or not a
person is dead , yet they cannot
sign a death certificate. Only a
physician can legally do that.
The implications of such a
life-<leath situation are very
complex and can lead to the
ridiculous. After stifling . an
utter contempt for an overly
zealous Egyptian guide who
took an abounding pleasure in
showing visitors everything in a
museum, Mark Twain finally
got his revenge. After the admiring guide silently though
pompously pointed out a 4,000
year old mummy, Twain
stepped back, surveyed the
corpse and asked, "Is he
dead?"
The serious issues involve
such things as when can a
healthy organ actually be
removed for use in a transplant
and not actually kill the donor.
Also , many people have signed
certificates givihg their nearest
relatives, friends and their
physicians permission to end
their life if they happen to be
struck by a completely
debilitating disease or accident.
Even though these certificates
carry no legal weight, what sort
of moral obligation do they
convey?
We are unable to adequately
cope with euthanasia legally
largely because of a large
number of peoples' inability to
rationally think about death ,
particularly their own. It used
to be that sex was something
that everyone did but no one
talked about. Now death has for
some time been number one on
the conversionally taboo list.
Some people haven't thought
about it enough to realize that
death can no longer be thought
of as a moment per se. That
archaic thinking becomes more
dated every time medical
science makes a new discovery

concerning extending our lives.
A distinction has to be drawn
between death and the act or
process of dying. To illustrate
the above point, ask at random
a Rolla citizen on downtown
Pine what he thinks of
euthanasia. One will get answers ranging from "Is he the
new attorney-general?" to "I
think that the youth in Asia
should be satisfied with peace
with honor and stop all of that
fighting. "
Adding to this fear, our legal
system as it now stands cannot
cope with euthanasia. Our
criminal law system covers
many things, but it does have
gaps. If euthanasia is a crime,
with what should a person who
practices it be charged. Should
it be first-degree murder?
Euthanasia is premeditated but
true euthanasia does not have
malice aftrethought. So that
also rules out murder of the
second degree which is
characterized by implied
malice. Manslaughter is an
unlawful killing of a human
being done without malice but
for manslaughter to be committed the killing has to take
place suddenly or unintentionally after a quarrel or
some unlawful act. This is not a
very apt description for
euthanasia either.
Some foreign countries'
methods of dealing with
euthanasia are worthy of study.

In Switzerland no one who
through an unselfish interest,
aids a person to commit suicide
is punished. In Germany a
murderer is defined as someone
who commits such things as
"killing a person out of a lust for
killing , out of greed, or in order
to conceal another crime." This
definition is Quite a bit different
from
our
"malice
aforethought." In Uruguay
anyone
who
practices
euthanasia is not punished if he
does it out of compassion or
after repeated requests by the
"victim."

Our laws are behind our
medical science. Only after
more people are able to
rationally think about death and
openly regard it as a friend will
we legally be able to enjoy a
more free life and death
process. This will result in a
freer existence for all man.

NOTICE
In the February 27
edition of the Miner,
there appeared a leHer
to the Editor concerning
Rolla merchants rippi ng-oft students. The
article aroused some
response in the form of
correspondence
from
the . students,
the
vehemence of which has
prompted us to undergo
further research into
the
subject.
We
therefore urge you to
contact us if you feel you
have been screwed or
have heard of such a
case of a friend. Contact
Bi II Behrens at 364-9885.
Your cooperation will be
appreciated by many
UMR students.

lENa'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE
"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70
. PHONE: 364·1301
ROllA, MO.
MARTIN SPRING DR.
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The Academic Plan

in

Editorial Opinion By Bill Behrens
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The Missouri Academic Plan
is an outgrowth of the rapidly
expanding "Role. and Scope".
The four campUs systems have
been increasingly brought
under centralization in a move
towards "efficiency" . Columbia
is naturally in a position to
benefit from this from its
geographical location and size.
This growing conglomeration of
economic learning has increasingly brought changes to
all four campuses as computers, facilities and personnel
are moved about. The UMR
campus has not been considered
an economical one as hardware ,
research , and many programs
and administration have left in
return for a rock garden. The
rapidly decreasing enrollment
at this campus is indicative of
the emphasis placed here.
This Academic Plan gives
notice to the even further
dismemberment of the UMR
campus. Some of this has been

attributed to elimination of
duplicate programs, but why
should a Geology Department
be considered for elimination on
a campus that calls for even a
stronger one? Why are the
smaller engineering programs
at UMC continued when
economy should dictate one
large department at UMR? The
Civil , Mechanical and Electrical Departments of UMR
could easily handle the UMC
students in these curriculums.
UMR now has the buildings and
lay-out for a much larger
enrollment, and could handle
these increases in engineering
with little capital expense. Yet
the only increases under consideration for UMR are for
those in the now crowded
Humanities and Social Science
Building. It is urged that many
of these proposals be considered
in light of the decreasing
enrollment at UMR, where
housing and facilities are now
idle.
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BUT THEN WHO lS?
WE'RE LOOKING FOR THE
YOUNG MAN WHO SEEKS A
CHALLENGE, WHO WANTS TO
BE A CUT ABOVE THE BEST.
WHAT'S THE FIRST STEP TO
TAKE?
TRY OUR FREE SAMPLE
All expenses paid for a 6-week
vacation
· . $489.00 plus traver expenses
· . No military obligation
· . A chance to receive a full 2-year
college scholarship
ANDTHEN
If you elect to remain in the
program and are selected
.. You will receive $2,200.00
during your J.mior & Senior year

.. You will be commissioned a 2L T
in the US Army Reserve
.. Your starting salary will be
about $9,500.00-year & higher if a
Vet
ARMY ROTC. The more you look
at it, the better it looks.
. ARMY ROTC
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE
AVAILABL,E IN THE
STUDENT UNION
25-29 MARCH
10:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M.
OR CALL
THE PROFESSOR OF
MILITARY SCIENCE 341-4741·4744
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Miner Sports
K A Wins Wrestling

.

Softball Opens As 1M
Heads to Finish
Wrestling was concluded just
before St: Pat's with Kappa
Alpha again taking the crown.
Kappa Sigma was second but
just could not overcome KA's
powerful team. Final standings
are as follows: Kappa Alpha-62,
Kappa Sigma-42, Sigma Phi
Epsilon-37,. Tau.Kappa Epsilon35, Tech Club-23, Phi Kappa
Theta-20, Sigma NU-16, Lambda
Chi Alpha-14, Pi Kappa Alpha13, Sigma Tau Gamma-H,
MRHA-I0, Alpha Phi Alpha-6,
Beta Sigma Psi-6, Triangle-3,
Delta ~igma Phi-3, Engine
Club-I, Mates-I, Liahona-l.
Individual winners and
runners up were: 123) Dennis
Visos-Pikers , Rich Pena-Sig
Nu 130) Larry Davis-KA, Bob
Bieg-TKE 137)
Francis
Moore-sig Ep, Larry CastorMRHA 145) Jim Dudley-Tech, .
Dan Amsinger-Lambda Chi
152) Ken Dufner-KA, Kurt
Kinnivan-Sig Ep 160) Dennis
Woodruff-Ka, Russ Crane-

'Phi K1\p 167) Mark KassingKappa Sig, Bill Behrens-Phi
Kap 177) David Seaman-KA
Carl Schenke-Sig Ep 191) Gary
Roebke-Kappa ,Sig, Don
Shell~KA
Heavy)
Steve
Suellentr2p-Kappa Sig, Dude
Harms-KA.
The outstanding wrestler of
the tournament award was
voted to Mark Kassing of Kappa
Sigma for his tremendous
performance in the 167 pound
class.
Also available this week were
the worn ens volleyball playoff
'results. WRHA captured first
followed by Wesley, GDI ,
Kappa ' Delta, Newman and
BSU,- and Zeta Tau Alpha.
This week opens the season on
Softball, Tennis Doubles, and
Horseshoes
Singles
and
Doubles. Games have been
scheduled for Tuesday and the
fields are in excellent condition.
Everyone is hoping for a good
season with no rain.

Baseballers lose Both
'
,
Ends Of Season Opener

In a matCh-Up roughly
equivalent to the basketball
team 's meeting with Memphis
State, the UMR baseball team
hoste.d Big Eight power Iowa
State Saturday and fumbled
away two games, 8:7 and 15-l.
The games were hardly played
in baseball weather, with the
temperature in the 30's and the
field resembling a Vietnam rice
paddy. Only after three hours of
hard grounds keeping work by
the baseball team did the 1974
season get underway, with Iowa
State capitalizing " on two
throwing errors for a quick
first inning lead. UMR opened
their scoring "in the third when
first baseman Mark Schrader
doubled and scored, but loose
defensive play offset the tight
pitching of Charlie Yarnell and
Dave McMillian, as Iowa State
scored five unearned runs. The
Miners battled back in the
seventh on two RBI's by Larry
Davis, but Iowa State held on
for their 8-7 win. All seven UMR

UMR Ruggers Win 28-14
'Twas a fine st. Pat's Sunday as
the UMR ruggers got their Irish
up and trounced SMS 28-4 in
front of a bleary eyed but party
weekend crowd.
The action began around 1: 15
p.m. in the Intramural Fields
when the first UMR kickoff
started a holocaust which
humiliated SMS to the point of
embarassment.. There were so
many well executed plays
leading to scores that the whole
team deserves to be mentioned
in this triumph.
The scoring started when a
UMR line out was shoved over
for a -Score. Dave Rinas,
Shenke, Hicks, and Sevells, to
mention a few all made outstanding runs for scores, and
Scola converted. with five kicks.
At half the score was 18~. The
second half was a little iooser
rugby and SMS scored on a
recovered fhmble. The second
game was a close one. The

Blacks made s everal well standing individuals and
executed plays and Tom Wycoff generally a great second in that
went in to score twice in a 16-8 everyone is quite enthusiastic
·about the sport and show great
defeat.
potential for strong rugby
teams for Rolla in the future
The ruggers were getting the seasons.
first taste of the opposition they
The ruggers play in Kansas
are to meet in the Stag ~ity this weekend against River
Invitational Tournament which Que Rugby Club so if you're in
promises a lot of action and a lot Swope Park in K. C. Saturday
of blood for Independents come on out and watch the best
Weekend March 30-3l.
sport in the world played by
Rolla's finest teams, namely
UMR has an outstanding the ruggers Black and Gold.
chance to win the tourney this
vear. mainly because of a fine
UMR STUDENTS
backfield line of Bill Zaner, J.
C. Cummings, Dave Rinas,
We
are a small group of
Mark Hicks, Carl Schenke, Rick
students
Scola, Ken Sevells, and hopefull graduate
Jeff Wilkes. These men are engaged in a research
project,
limited
by time
supported by one of the
strongest scrums we've ever and budget, on Graffiti.
had in Jack Vance, Jack We would appreciate
Greenly, Don Grana, Bobby your assistance by
Dunn, Dan Morlang, Steve sending direct to us any
Suellentrop, Bernardo Waldo, clever Graffiti you have
Rory Reedy, and Bern Welch. observed. Address: P.
This is by no means the whole O. Box 8402, Greenteam . We have some out- sboro, N.C. 27410
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runs were earned, and the
starters played the whole game.
In the nightcap , Bill Olson and
Mark Mills pitched brilJiantly
for the Miners but couldn't get
any hitting support. Iowa State
lead only 4-1 after five innings,
but exploded for 10 runs in the
top of the sixth. The Cyclones
had help of course, six walks,
and two hit batsmen plus a
jumble of UMR errors, as they
left town on a 15'1 win.
Despite the poor defense and
uncertain pitching depth, Coach
Kirksey remained highly optimistic about the Miners '
MIAA title hopes. He cited the
exceptional hitting CUMR outhit
Iowa State in both games) and
the excellent pitching of his top
five pitchers as strong pOints,
and added that the emergence

of a sixth and seventh reliable
pitcher and improved fielding
could na Li down first place,
UMR is picked for fifth place
this year after . last year's
second place tie.
Three major rule changes will
affect,play this year. Aluminum
bats are being allowed for the
first time , and the ding
<crack?) of ball and bat may be
made by a . designated pinch
hitter. Teams are also allowed
one free substitution, a player
may be removed from and reenter the game once. It should
be an exciting season and the
conference race may well again
go down to the last out of the
season.
UMR plays Luther College
here Wednesday at 1:00 PM and
conference play opens here
March 30.

WANTBD
Your Ring Finger
Special Showing Custom-Designed Class Rings
March 25&26, 1974
University Center Information Desk
Come by and see the new Si'ladium Class Ring

Advertise
•
In
the MINER
Contact
Rich Donnelly 364-2626
Tom Calzone 364-2626
Gerry Schmitz 364-3856
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Kirksey Optimistic About Miner Chances
Despite the two losses to
major college Iowa State this
weekend, the baseball Miners
stand a good chance to capture
the confernece crown this year ,
it appears .
" We expect to be in the MlAA
Conference race right up to the
last weekend ," Coach Jerry
Kirksey said in previewing the.
coming MIAA season. " If we
can get lucky and our pitchers
can avoid ann trouble, we
should be in good shape."

UMR's title hopes res.t on an
infield which appears especially
strong up the middle, both offensivel y and defensively .
Shortstop Dale Walling and
second baseman Steve Munzert
will open their third year as
UMR's keystone cops. Senior
Mark Schrader returns at first
base and Bud Stein is at the
other corner .
Walling was voted the MlAA's
outstanding freshman in 1972
and named to the all-eonference

second team last year. He
batted .377 and .325 in those two
campaigns. Munzert was allconference in 1972 and hit at a
.287 clip last seaSon. Schrader
led the club last year in RBI's
and hit .275 . Stein, a utility
infielder last year , has apparently nailed down the third
base spot this year after hitting
a solid .263 last year.
Catching, a vital spot in that
"up the middle strength, is
another solid plus for UMR this

campaign. Back is senior Mark
Smith whom Coach Kirksey
calls an excellent ·defensive
catcher . He also led the team in
hitting with a .360 average last
year . Back-up men at this spot
are freshmen Bill Franz, Don
Short, and Jerry Hofman.
The outfielder corps will be
selected from among four
contenders. Larry Davis, a
returning veteran who hit .250
last season, is sure to earn one
of the three starting berths. The
other two will be filled by either
Jim White (an all-eonference
defensive football back out for
his first try at baseball), Wolf
Bagby or John Moritz.
Starting pitching appears to
be another strong spot for
Kirksey's baseball squad. Bill
Olsen returns after a 5-1 record
last season which included a nohi tter . Dave McMillia n, the
team's only lefty , opens his
third season as a starter for the
Miners .
Re li ef help s hould be
adequate from J ohn Peters and
Charles Yarnell who returns to
the tea m after a year's absence.
Jeff Pose, a junior college
transfer, is also expected to
provide help in the bullpen .

Brian Flynn, a sophomore
who the coach said threw well at
times last year, is expected to
join the starting, rotation this
. season. The remaining pitching
staff includes three freshmenMat'k Mills, Kerry Wilkes, and
Mark Mastroanni.

NOTICE
Are you interested in a
canoe race? If you are,
a golden opportunity
lies ahead for you. A
canoe race is being
planned for later this
semster for both males
and fema les. The race
will take place down the
Gasconade River, with
the race being 16 miles
for ma les and 6 miles
for females'. The race is
for 2-man canoes only.
A $2 or $3 entry fee wi II
be required, and the
contestants must supply
their own canoe . If you
are interested in get ting
into this contest, drop a
line to Ma r k Bruno at
503 East 6th Street, Apt .
No.3 .

. 1ntramural Standings
1629.25 THETA XI
1581.00 GDI
1496.25 DELTA TAU
1493.00 LIAHONA
1421.25 ACACIA
1406.50 APA
1400.00 ENGINE
1373.00 MATES
1244.25 INTN'L
1241.75 BSU
1230.75 TRIANGLE
1220.00 WESLEY
1132.50 - NE)YMAN
1002.00 AEPI
891.50 PI KAPPA PHI

KAPPASIG
TKE
BETASIG
LAMBDA CHI
PIKERS
SiGTAU
SIG EP
KA
MRHA
SIGNU
TECH
PHIKAP
SIGPI
DELTASIG
CAMPUS

F CUS

885 .00
835.00
724.00
678.00
669.25
663 .50
655.50
629.75
584.25
482.00
440.50
427.75
404.50
369.00
99.50
350.00

WOMEN
WRH A
GDI

KAP PA DELTA
WESLEY
ZTA
BSU
NEWMAN

Ou r Offi cer Select ion Off ice rs are loo k in g for a few good college menmayb e 3 out of 100-w ho will make good Marine offi c ers . If you ' re one of
th em, we' ll gi ve you a c hance to prove it during summer training at Quanti c o, Vi rgini a.
Ou r program is Pl atoo n Lea ders Cl ass, PLC . With groun d, air and law
opt ions. You mi ght eve n qua lify for up to $2,700 to help you thr ough coll ege.
But if money is all yo u' re look in g for, do n't waste your tim e.
Th e c hallenge is leaders hip. If you wa nt it, wor k fo r it. If yo u've got it,
show us. It's one hell of a c hall enge . But we're look in g for one hell of a man .
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Box 38901
Los Ange les, Ca li forni a 90038
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CPZ. 74

Please send
information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leade rs
Class. (P lease Print)

Name ____________~_______________________________ Age --------Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________ .S tate

____________ Zi p _________

School ____________________________________________ Class of_____
Phone _________________________ Social Secu rity # -----------------

II

I
I
I
I

If yo u are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class O ·

11 _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ • •

220.00
167.00
123.50
122.5
770.00
250.00
250.00

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri
(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)
This plan allows the students upon approved
cr-edits and job, to buy a new car with nothing down
and payments of $25.00 per month until you are on
the job . This plan is not new , Diehl Montgomery
Ford has sold 'o ver 750 new cars and trucks to
graduating students this way . See us for 'a ll the
det ails . Also you can use your own insurance or
ours .
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This a llows the graduating students to have a new
car before he gradua tes when he really needs it.
"This is a specia I discoullt progra m for students.
We will be glad· to quote you a price on any Ford or
Mercury product."

